Face to face with Aspasa
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The power of association
Aspasa is the aggregate and sand industry's strongest voice in
the mining industry in South Africa, with its power as an advocate
of industry issueslargely due to its committee system. These committees are dedicated to providing members with
data and learning forums to keep abreast of industry
issues,and providing firm input into the policies and
positions governing Aspasa and the industry. Dale Kelly
r:
chats to Aspasa director Nico Pienaar.
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spasa/sarma director Nico Pienaar tells MQ that the Association had very successful regional meetings towards
the end of last year, starting off in the Eastern Cape,
with good attendance and some important issues raised.
The Western Cape regcom was another successful one with
an outside presentation from SARS'Anthony Cohen. (Cohen
will be discussing the Royalty Act at the annuallQSA/ Aspasa
conference and exhibition, which takes place at the Eskom
Conference Centre, on 14-15 April).
"The next regcom was in Pietermaritzburg, with good attendance and crucial input from members and outsiders,"he
says."Rustenburg was well attended and we had some DMR
people joining us."
Unfortunately the North East region regcom, which was
held in Nelspruit was not well attended, but discussions were
good as was the Free State meeting, which also had DMR
representation. Pienaar is pleased with the regcoms, which
had good sponsorship and invaluable input from attendees.
"What came out clearly is that there is a definite decline in
activity in the country; there are small areas that are moving,
but government infrastructure spending is what we are all
hoping will come to fruition.
"One of the things we are finding from both the Aspasa
and Sarma side, is that the readymix guys are battling, and as
an Association, we have to understand that. We've decided
to reduce the audit price by Rl 000 per plant. The auditor
has agreed to this, and the audit fee has been reduced from
R5 500 to R4 500."
Unlike the annuallSHE audit, the About Face programme
is held every second year, and will be revised substantially
in 2011."By 2012, we will have a totally revised document as
we did with the Aspasa ISHEand the Sarma SHREQaudits.
We believe that the revised document will really add value
to our members," he says.
On the ISHE 2011 protocol, Pienaar says Aspasa has received important feedback from the principal inspector in
the Western Cape."Aspasa appreciates and values this input
highly as we are working with the DMR to ensure that H&S in
the industry is up to standard and that people are not injured.
We would encourage DMR officials to attend our audits as
they are world class."
What is important to note is that sustainable development
is now being built into the Mining Charter, and companies
lave to prove that that they have both H&S and environnental standards and systems. "This is something we as an
vssoclation have been doing for a long time, so companies
n the industry who are not members, will only benefit by
:>ining Aspasa.
"There has been a strong request by industry that Aspasa
ioks at a service representing the smaller guys, with borrow
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pits, mobile crushers, etc; people that have the necessary permits but who need assistance in their H&Sand environmental
issues.According to the DMR,they are not sticking to the basic
minimum requirements, and we are looking at developing a
specific audit document for them especially for H&S.These
people are most probablytermed'Other'in the DMRstats,and
with the assistance of Aspasa, they will be covered. But they
have to become members,and this is something that will be a
major focus for us this year,"Pienaartells MQ, adding that these
small operations often don't realise that they fall under our
mining legislation and can be prosecuted in terms of the MHSA.
Chatting briefly about his recent visit to the UK,he says it
was a worthwhile exercise. "We spoke to people from Wales
and Scotland as well, and I believe we're not far behind internationally. They were very interested in our H&S programme.
The UK guys are also battling
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are up there with the rest."
On the Royalty Act, he says
Aspasa is planning a visit to SARS shortly to finalise the
muck-pile issue. "Hopefully in 2011, the whole Royalty Act
implementation will start settling down."
Aspasa and Sarma have increased their levies for 2011.
"Our Aspasa levy has been Scfor the last 7-8 years,and we've
increased this to 6c.Sarma has also held its levyforthe last 5-6
years at 11c and this is now 12c.One has to understand that
the associations are also feeling the squeeze on the economy
because our income is earned from the levies." Aspasa is
also planning a major recruitment drive for 2011 in terms of
construction companies, who don't always see the value of
membership, as well as the smaller operations.
The Sarma Conference is taking place at Emperor's Palace
on 8 March this year. Themed 'Readymix concrete and the
future; it promises to be a good one, with speakers of the
calibre of Andries van Heerden, Henk Langenhoven and John
Sheath, among others. Conference details are on the website
at www.sarma.co.za.The Aspasa/Sarma AGM takes place on7
March, with the conference on the following day.
All in all, it's going to be a busy year for Aspasa and Sarma.
Both associations are working hard towards the betterment
of the industry as a whole. In the battle for survival in the aggregate and sand business today,one needs a strong voice to
state one's case.An association such as Aspasa does exactly
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